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HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!
From our sixteen5hundred family to yours!

Click to see a festive message from your favorite Specification Team!

Monthly Product Update:

EUREKA Caldera
Caldera offers a sleek and narrow profile 
with a large hollow center allows Caldera to 
harmonize gracefully with its surroundings, 
while its sharper and refined silhouette adds 
an elegant aesthetic touch to any space. 
Caldera is available in surface, pendant and 
wall mount options and in both 28" and 48" 
diameters.

https://16500.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/My_Movie_40.mp4
https://www.eurekalighting.com/products/family/caldera/
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WALDMANN Micro MD
Waldmann Lighting’s STARLINE MICRO MD 
recessed luminaire series brings style and 
sophistication to any room starting at the top. The 
small, unassuming form factor fits easily into any 
drop ceiling and from there, the only limits are the 
imagination. With an impressive array of size, shape 
and technical options, STARLINE MICRO MD can 
be customized to obtain the desired effect subtly 
and beautifully. With various beam angles; circular, 
square and rectangular shapes; and several sizes 
and colors, STARLINE MICRO MD is very effective 
when used as general lighting and accent lighting – 
always delivering uniform direct illumination without 
the glare that can accompany it, with an exceptional 
glare rating as low as UGR<6.

BETA CALCO Starburst Series
Starburst is a collection of kinetic pendants that when in 
compact form are semblant of stars which can then 
manually expand into a larger circle, triangle, or quad. 
Starburst can adapt to either organic or cosmic interior 
designs. The overlapping and interlacing of multiple 
brackets create contours that resemble elements of 
nature and can evoke feelings of well-being and positivity. 
The angularity of the brackets and diffusers complement 
futuristic themes that communicate innovation, high-tech, 
and the avant-garde.

LLI ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING LLI-TG1
With a nominal width and height of just under 
1", the T-Grid 1" Drop Ceiling Fixture provides 
the illuminance needed in any space while 
simply securing to a standard 15/16" 
suspended grid ceiling. Lumen packages 
ranging from 1045LM to 2060LM per four foot 
section are available with seven different 
distribution options available.

https://waldmannlighting.com/products/micro-md/
https://llialighting.com/product/t-grid-1-drop-ceiling-fixture/
https://betacalco.com/products/starburst/configurator
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BOCK LIGHTING Mirabella
The Mirabella delivers nostalgia, as it is also known 
as a classic schoolhouse light. Its iconic design 
makes the Mirabella a timeless piece. It is the 
perfect ceiling centerpiece for any indoor space 
such as a hallway or bedroom.

https://www.bocklighting.com/products/pendant/
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https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/1282183/sensorswitch/ptsa-series/interval-timer-switch



